
  13h February 2018

The Imperial College Dramatic Society

Committee Meeting

PRESENT:
Omar Hussein, Becky Rogers, John Oliver, Dan Price, Yu Jing Ang, Harry Kingsley-Smith, and 
Rohan Mitta. 

APOLOGIES:

Frankie Roberts, Olivia Revans. Anisha Kadri, Elena Stronach, Alfred Engedal, George Ainscough, 
and Andi Koh.

GUESTS:

Peter Bridgman. 

AGENDA: 

1. Approval of previous minutes.

2. Shows.

3. Technical.

4. A.O.B.

1. APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

The previous set of minutes was approved unanimously.

2. SHOWS:

2.1 Much Ado About Nothing 

The show opens next Wednesday 21st February. The Paper Tech is happening on Friday 16th at 4pm. 
The tickets are now online, and this has been publicised.  

Action items: members to share the Facebook event.

2.2 Human Animals

The director for this show, Steven Kingaby, is unwell and therefore the show has been postponed until 
next term. Metric is still the planned venue, so this will need to be booked once booking for next term 
goes live just before Easter. 

2.3 Workshops

Prithu Banerjee is running a writing workshop, which has been moved to next Tuesday (20th 
February). This needs to be publicised and a room needs to be booked. 

The Cyphers Create programme is underway and currently going well. 
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Action items: Everyone to push the FB event for the writing workshop, encourage people to attend, 
and Rohan Mitta to arrange the room booking. 

3. TECHNICAL: 

DramSoc shows and the Great Hall season are going well, resulting in nice feedback from clients.  

4. A.O.B.:

LSDF has been cast and the rehearsals are about to begin. Olivia Revans is in charge of this and 
directing the show. The performance date for this is sometime in mid-March. 

Wages still need to be discussed at a later date, when more of Committee are present.  

Becky proposed to adjourn the meeting. Omar seconded. 

The meeting was adjourned. 


